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Methods 

 

Data Collection 

Inclusion and exclusion criteria: patients were studied at any time the 

treating physician placed them in PAV+ mode and estimated that they will 

remain on assisted mechanical ventilation for more than one day (in this 12-

bed ICU there are five ventilators providing PAV+ mode, and thus the 

decision to ventilate a patient on PAV+ depended not only on physician’s 

preference but also on each patient’s bedside ventilator). Patients were 

excluded if the level of assist in PAV+, as chosen by the primary physician, 

was less than 20%, since under these conditions airway pressure measured 

at the end of the 0.3 sec occlusion (Pplat) may be underestimated (1). 

Patients were also excluded when the necessary equipment (connecting 

cables and bedside computer) for the recording were not available. 

Additionally, patients with chest tubes inserted, and patients with obstructive 

lung disease and presence of intrinsic PEEP in control modes were not 

included, as such patients are not placed on PAV+ when switched to assisted 

modes.  

The ventilatory protocol in PAV+ used in this study has been previously 

described [3]. Briefly, an initial assist level of 50% was applied, and titrated to 

achieve patient comfort, respiratory rate below 35 br/min and tidal volume 5-8 

ml/kg. The recording period was 72 hours, unless the patient was placed on 

T-piece earlier. If the patient was switched to other modes of ventilation the 

recording was not interrupted, but this time was excluded from analysis. The 

treating physicians could change ventilator mode during the recording at their 
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best judgement. The ventilator was connected to the bedside computer and a 

continuous recording of all ventilator parameters was obtained at a frequency 

of 0.8 Hz using an appropriate software (Puritan-Bennett, Covidien, MN, 

USA), and a script to obtain continuous measurements. All files were stored 

for later analysis.  

  

Data analysis 

 

Compliance and Driving Pressure measurements 

The recordings were processed before analysis to 1) optimize data 

quality (e.g. rejection of artifacts) and 2) exclude the measurements obtained 

in other modes of ventilation. For this purpose, a dedicated software was 

developed using R programming language and software environment. Driving 

pressure (ΔP) was calculated from the measurements of respiratory system 

compliance (Crs) and tidal volume (VT) as ΔP=VT/Crs (Additional file Figure).  

In PAV+ the ventilator’s software calculates the respiratory system resistance 

(Rrs) and Crs as described in detail by Younes et al. (1, 2). Briefly, for the 

calculation of compliance the ventilator randomly applies a 0.3-sec end-

inspiratory occlusion every 4-7 breaths and measures airway pressure at the 

end of occlusion (Pplat). The scientific reasoning behind the calculation of Crs 

is described below: 

With PAV+ at time t from the beginning of inspiration, inspiratory muscle 

pressure (PmusI(t)) is given by the following equation: 

PmusI(t)=V(t)*(Ers-%assist*Ers/100)+V’(t)*(Rrs-%assist*Rrs/100) [Eq. 1], 
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where V(t) and V’(t) are inspiratory volume and flow at time t from the beginning 

of inspiration, respectively and Ers is elastance of respiratory system (1/Crs). 

During the rising phase of PmusI, PmusI is always greater than the term 

V(t)*(Ers-%assist*Ers/100) and thus inspiratory flow is produced until peak 

PmusI is achieved (PmusIpeak).  PmusIpeak is given by:  

PmusIpeak=Vpeak*(Ers–%assist*Ers/100)+V’peak*(Rrs-%assist*Rrs/100) [Eq. 2], 

where Vpeak and V’peak are inspiratory volume and flow at peak Pmus, 

respectively. 

Thereafter PmusI declines and inspiratory flow continues, although in 

decreasing amounts.  On the other hand, since there is inspiratory flow the 

volume continues to rise, increasing the volume term V(t)*(Ers-%assistxErs).  

When PmusI is equal to the volume term there is no pressure available for 

flow and flow becomes expiratory flow driven by the elastic recoil pressure.  In 

breaths selected for occlusion maneuver, an occlusion for 0.3 sec is applied 

when inspiratory flow reaches a value of 0.05 l/sec, (i.e. close to zero).  The 

PmusI at the beginning of occlusion (zero flow) is: 

PmusI=VT*(Ers-%assist*Ers/100) [Eq. 3], 

where VT is tidal volume. 

Eq. 3 dictates that the remaining PmusI at the beginning of occlusion is low 

when VT is low and/or the % of assist is high.  It has been shown that 

independent of respiratory drive, at the end of occlusion time (0.3 sec) PmusI 

has declined to zero or close to zero, even if the rate of decline is very slow 

(i.e. 5 cmH2O/sec).  Therefore, Paw at 0.3 sec of occlusion is similar to 

passive elastic recoil pressure corresponding to VT of the occluded breath.  

Assuming that there is no dynamic hyperinflation and the pressure-volume 
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relationship is linear at the range of VT, respiratory system compliance is 

calculated as: 

Crs = VT/(Pplat-PEEP) [Eq. 4], 

where PEEP is positive end-expiratory pressure. 

Solving for Pplat-PEEP (driving pressure, ΔP) 

ΔP = Plat-PEEP = VT/Crs [Eq. 5]. 

Although Crs may not be constant during the range of observed tidal volumes 

due to non-linear pressure-volume relationships, the measurement of Pplat 

represents the true passive elastic recoil pressure at the end of inspiration. 

Thus, independent of pressure-volume relationship, the calculation of the 

driving pressure is a valid estimate of the change in elastic pressure due to 

VT. Data from animal and human studies have shown that expiratory muscle 

activity, if any begins well after the release of occlusion (1, 2). The time 

course of elastic recoil pressure early in expiration is used (since Crs is 

known) to estimate the driving pressure for flow and Rrs is calculated as the 

ratio of this pressure by the corresponding flow (2).  

Intrinsic PEEP (PEEPi) is estimated by the ventilator software using the 

following technique.  Since Rrs and Ers have been measured, the software, 

assuming that expiration is passive, estimates alveolar pressure (Palv) from 

the beginning to the end of expiration. PEEPi is calculated as the difference (if 

it exists) between Palv and PEEP at the end of expiration.  Ventilator software 

does not know the exact expiration end time and consequently searches for 

two events during exhalation. The first occurs when Palv > Paw. At this 

moment, the ventilator captures and stores the values of Palv 100 ms earlier 

and identifies this value for the estimation of PEEPi if a breath is triggered; in 
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this case, by definition PEEPi = Palv – PEEP. However, if no breath is 

triggered, this earlier estimate of Palv is abandoned. Each successive event 

for which Palv > Paw is treated in the same way.  The second event occurs 

when expiratory flow becomes zero before triggering.  If expiratory flow 

becomes zero before a breath is triggered, then Palv = Paw = PEEP and thus 

Palv – PEEP = 0  (i.e. PEEPi=0).  

For safety purposes the ventilator software subjects all measurements 

to checks, and the estimates of Crs, and thus of Rrs, are discarded if any of 

the rejection pre-defined criteria are met (1, 2). Although ΔP is the measured 

Pplat minus PEEP, the ventilator software used during the study did not 

provide the direct measurement of Pplat, and thus the calculated compliance 

is used to compute ΔP. Ventilator’s software also measures PEEPi (1, 2, see 

above), but for the purpose of this study and for the calculation of ΔP, PEEPi 

was not included in equation. We assume that due to the low levels of PEEPi 

measured in our patients (median 0.3, IQR=0.1-0.7) and the absence of 

patients with acute exacerbation of obstructive lung disease, the contribution 

of PEEPi to ΔP would be negligible. Nevertheless, ΔP without taking into 

consideration the presence of PEEPi, if any, is overestimated. It should be 

noted also that during control mechanical ventilation Pplat is usually 

measured at the end of a 3-sec occlusion (3-5), and, as the duration of 

inspiratory pause affects the measured plateau pressure (6, 7), due to stress 

relaxation and time-constant inequalities of the respiratory system (8), all else 

being the same, ΔP during PAV+ would be higher than that during passive 

mechanical ventilation by the change in Pplat between 0.3 sec and 3.0 sec 

after occlusion.    
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Analysis of ventilator output data 

Three types of analysis were performed  

1) The measured VT and computed ΔP values, after quality 

optimization (rejection of artifacts and measurements obtained in modes other 

than PAV+), were separated in single unit intervals from less than 5 to more 

than 15 cmH2O, and the percentage of time values within each time range 

was calculated. These data were analyzed without smoothing of ΔP 

measurements. 

2) Periods of high ΔP sustained for more than one hour were identified 

after applying a smoothing to the ΔP signal, using the moving median method 

and an 11-size window (Figure 2). A time frame of at least one hour was 

chosen so that possible correlations with the hourly collected data on vital 

signs and medication infusions could be explored. The following clinical 

parameters were examined and characterized as present or absent during the 

high-ΔP period and the rest of the recorded period: fever (>38.1), metabolic 

acidosis, delirium (positive if +CAM-ICU score or administration of 

haloperidol), sedation, opioid analgesia, and shock. 

3) Periods of stable compliance were identified after analyzing the 

slope of the Crs signal (Figure 2). This analysis was performed to evaluate 

ventilator variables at different levels of compliance, as compliance is the 

independent variable during ventilation. A linear segmentation method was 

used, to locate the slope change points in the time series, with a window size 

of 500 samples, and a slope change (as angle) of 150 degrees (the maximum 

angle in degrees that the running average of the slopes in the current set of 
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points must change relative to the slope of the data calculated in the most 

current window before a change-point is recorded). The slope value of each 

part in the time series between two slope-change points was calculated. Parts 

were characterized as stable when the slope value was between -0.001 and 

0.001.  

For the complete analyzed period, and for all selected periods, the 

mean, median, standard deviation, and interquartile range for all set and 

measured parameters of the ventilator were calculated using R programming 

language and software environment. To evaluate the response of the various 

ventilatory variables to changes in compliance, in every patient two sequential 

periods (period 1 and period 2) of stable compliance were used to compute 

their differences (value during period 2 minus value during period 1). 

Obviously, the number of stable Crs periods was not the same in all patients.  

Only two patients did not have two stable periods to permit comparisons, thus 

these two patients were not included in this type of analysis. 
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Figure Legend:  
 
Method of calculation of respiratory system compliance in PAV+ 
 
Method of calculation of driving pressure (ΔP) and respiratory system 

compliance (Crs) in PAV+ in comparison to volume control mode 

(Crs=VT/ΔP). Tracings of airway, esophageal, and transpulmonary pressures 

are shown in upper panels, and flow in lower panels, in volume control mode 

(left), and PAV+ (right). The grey shaded area indicates the period of zero 

flow, and the horizontal dotted line the pressure at zero flow, used for the 

calculation of driving pressure. The driving pressure of the respiratory system 

(ΔP) represents the difference, at zero flow conditions, between end-

inspiratory (plateau) airway pressure and total positive end expiratory 

pressure, while the transpulmonary driving pressure (ΔPL) represents the 

difference between the corresponding end-inspiratory and end-expiratory 

transpulmonary pressures. The difference between ΔP and ΔPL represents 

the driving pressure of the chest wall (ΔP = ΔPL + ΔPcw). The measurement 

of ΔPrs in volume control mode is performed at the end of a 3-sec manual 

inspiratory pause, and in PAV+ at the end of an automated 0.3-sec inspiratory 

pause. 
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Methods 

 

Data Collection 

Inclusion and exclusion criteria: patients were studied at any time the 

treating physician placed them in PAV+ mode and estimated that they will 

remain on assisted mechanical ventilation for more than one day (in this 12-

bed ICU there are five ventilators providing PAV+ mode, and thus the 

decision to ventilate a patient on PAV+ depended not only on physician’s 

preference but also on each patient’s bedside ventilator). Patients were 

excluded if the level of assist in PAV+, as chosen by the primary physician, 

was less than 20%, since under these conditions airway pressure measured 

at the end of the 0.3 sec occlusion (Pplat) may be underestimated (1). 

Patients were also excluded when the necessary equipment (connecting 

cables and bedside computer) for the recording were not available. 

Additionally, patients with chest tubes inserted, and patients with obstructive 

lung disease and presence of intrinsic PEEP in control modes were not 

included, as such patients are not placed on PAV+ when switched to assisted 

modes.  

The ventilatory protocol in PAV+ used in this study has been previously 

described [3]. Briefly, an initial assist level of 50% was applied, and titrated to 

achieve patient comfort, respiratory rate below 35 br/min and tidal volume 5-8 

ml/kg. The recording period was 72 hours, unless the patient was placed on 

T-piece earlier. If the patient was switched to other modes of ventilation the 

recording was not interrupted, but this time was excluded from analysis. The 

treating physicians could change ventilator mode during the recording at their 



best judgement. The ventilator was connected to the bedside computer and a 

continuous recording of all ventilator parameters was obtained at a frequency 

of 0.8 Hz using an appropriate software (Puritan-Bennett, Covidien, MN, 

USA), and a script to obtain continuous measurements. All files were stored 

for later analysis.  

  

Data analysis 

 

Compliance and Driving Pressure measurements 

The recordings were processed before analysis to 1) optimize data 

quality (e.g. rejection of artifacts) and 2) exclude the measurements obtained 

in other modes of ventilation. For this purpose, a dedicated software was 

developed using R programming language and software environment. Driving 

pressure (ΔP) was calculated from the measurements of respiratory system 

compliance (Crs) and tidal volume (VT) as ΔP=VT/Crs (Additional file Figure).  

In PAV+ the ventilator’s software calculates the respiratory system resistance 

(Rrs) and Crs as described in detail by Younes et al. (1, 2). Briefly, for the 

calculation of compliance the ventilator randomly applies a 0.3-sec end-

inspiratory occlusion every 4-7 breaths and measures airway pressure at the 

end of occlusion (Pplat). The scientific reasoning behind the calculation of Crs 

is described below: 

With PAV+ at time t from the beginning of inspiration, inspiratory muscle 

pressure (PmusI(t)) is given by the following equation: 

PmusI(t)=V(t)*(Ers-%assist*Ers/100)+V’(t)*(Rrs-%assist*Rrs/100) [Eq. 1], 



where V(t) and V’(t) are inspiratory volume and flow at time t from the beginning 

of inspiration, respectively and Ers is elastance of respiratory system (1/Crs). 

During the rising phase of PmusI, PmusI is always greater than the term 

V(t)*(Ers-%assist*Ers/100) and thus inspiratory flow is produced until peak 

PmusI is achieved (PmusIpeak).  PmusIpeak is given by:  

PmusIpeak=Vpeak*(Ers–%assist*Ers/100)+V’peak*(Rrs-%assist*Rrs/100) [Eq. 2], 

where Vpeak and V’peak are inspiratory volume and flow at peak Pmus, 

respectively. 

Thereafter PmusI declines and inspiratory flow continues, although in 

decreasing amounts.  On the other hand, since there is inspiratory flow the 

volume continues to rise, increasing the volume term V(t)*(Ers-%assistxErs).  

When PmusI is equal to the volume term there is no pressure available for 

flow and flow becomes expiratory flow driven by the elastic recoil pressure.  In 

breaths selected for occlusion maneuver, an occlusion for 0.3 sec is applied 

when inspiratory flow reaches a value of 0.05 l/sec, (i.e. close to zero).  The 

PmusI at the beginning of occlusion (zero flow) is: 

PmusI=VT*(Ers-%assist*Ers/100) [Eq. 3], 

where VT is tidal volume. 

Eq. 3 dictates that the remaining PmusI at the beginning of occlusion is low 

when VT is low and/or the % of assist is high.  It has been shown that 

independent of respiratory drive, at the end of occlusion time (0.3 sec) PmusI 

has declined to zero or close to zero, even if the rate of decline is very slow 

(i.e. 5 cmH2O/sec).  Therefore, Paw at 0.3 sec of occlusion is similar to 

passive elastic recoil pressure corresponding to VT of the occluded breath.  

Assuming that there is no dynamic hyperinflation and the pressure-volume 



relationship is linear at the range of VT, respiratory system compliance is 

calculated as: 

Crs = VT/(Pplat-PEEP) [Eq. 4], 

where PEEP is positive end-expiratory pressure. 

Solving for Pplat-PEEP (driving pressure, ΔP) 

ΔP = Plat-PEEP = VT/Crs [Eq. 5]. 

Although Crs may not be constant during the range of observed tidal volumes 

due to non-linear pressure-volume relationships, the measurement of Pplat 

represents the true passive elastic recoil pressure at the end of inspiration. 

Thus, independent of pressure-volume relationship, the calculation of the 

driving pressure is a valid estimate of the change in elastic pressure due to 

VT. Data from animal and human studies have shown that expiratory muscle 

activity, if any begins well after the release of occlusion (1, 2). The time 

course of elastic recoil pressure early in expiration is used (since Crs is 

known) to estimate the driving pressure for flow and Rrs is calculated as the 

ratio of this pressure by the corresponding flow (2).  

Intrinsic PEEP (PEEPi) is estimated by the ventilator software using the 

following technique.  Since Rrs and Ers have been measured, the software, 

assuming that expiration is passive, estimates alveolar pressure (Palv) from 

the beginning to the end of expiration. PEEPi is calculated as the difference (if 

it exists) between Palv and PEEP at the end of expiration.  Ventilator software 

does not know the exact expiration end time and consequently searches for 

two events during exhalation. The first occurs when Palv > Paw. At this 

moment, the ventilator captures and stores the values of Palv 100 ms earlier 

and identifies this value for the estimation of PEEPi if a breath is triggered; in 



this case, by definition PEEPi = Palv – PEEP. However, if no breath is 

triggered, this earlier estimate of Palv is abandoned. Each successive event 

for which Palv > Paw is treated in the same way.  The second event occurs 

when expiratory flow becomes zero before triggering.  If expiratory flow 

becomes zero before a breath is triggered, then Palv = Paw = PEEP and thus 

Palv – PEEP = 0  (i.e. PEEPi=0).  

For safety purposes the ventilator software subjects all measurements 

to checks, and the estimates of Crs, and thus of Rrs, are discarded if any of 

the rejection pre-defined criteria are met (1, 2). Although ΔP is the measured 

Pplat minus PEEP, the ventilator software used during the study did not 

provide the direct measurement of Pplat, and thus the calculated compliance 

is used to compute ΔP. Ventilator’s software also measures PEEPi (1, 2, see 

above), but for the purpose of this study and for the calculation of ΔP, PEEPi 

was not included in equation. We assume that due to the low levels of PEEPi 

measured in our patients (median 0.3, IQR=0.1-0.7) and the absence of 

patients with acute exacerbation of obstructive lung disease, the contribution 

of PEEPi to ΔP would be negligible. Nevertheless, ΔP without taking into 

consideration the presence of PEEPi, if any, is overestimated. It should be 

noted also that during control mechanical ventilation Pplat is usually 

measured at the end of a 3-sec occlusion (3-5), and, as the duration of 

inspiratory pause affects the measured plateau pressure (6, 7), due to stress 

relaxation and time-constant inequalities of the respiratory system (8), all else 

being the same, ΔP during PAV+ would be higher than that during passive 

mechanical ventilation by the change in Pplat between 0.3 sec and 3.0 sec 

after occlusion.    



 

Analysis of ventilator output data 

Three types of analysis were performed  

1) The measured VT and computed ΔP values, after quality 

optimization (rejection of artifacts and measurements obtained in modes other 

than PAV+), were separated in single unit intervals from less than 5 to more 

than 15 cmH2O, and the percentage of time values within each time range 

was calculated. These data were analyzed without smoothing of ΔP 

measurements. 

2) Periods of high ΔP sustained for more than one hour were identified 

after applying a smoothing to the ΔP signal, using the moving median method 

and an 11-size window (Figure 2). A time frame of at least one hour was 

chosen so that possible correlations with the hourly collected data on vital 

signs and medication infusions could be explored. The following clinical 

parameters were examined and characterized as present or absent during the 

high-ΔP period and the rest of the recorded period: fever (>38.1), metabolic 

acidosis, delirium (positive if +CAM-ICU score or administration of 

haloperidol), sedation, opioid analgesia, and shock. 

3) Periods of stable compliance were identified after analyzing the 

slope of the Crs signal (Figure 2). This analysis was performed to evaluate 

ventilator variables at different levels of compliance, as compliance is the 

independent variable during ventilation. A linear segmentation method was 

used, to locate the slope change points in the time series, with a window size 

of 500 samples, and a slope change (as angle) of 150 degrees (the maximum 

angle in degrees that the running average of the slopes in the current set of 



points must change relative to the slope of the data calculated in the most 

current window before a change-point is recorded). The slope value of each 

part in the time series between two slope-change points was calculated. Parts 

were characterized as stable when the slope value was between -0.001 and 

0.001.  

For the complete analyzed period, and for all selected periods, the 

mean, median, standard deviation, and interquartile range for all set and 

measured parameters of the ventilator were calculated using R programming 

language and software environment. To evaluate the response of the various 

ventilatory variables to changes in compliance, in every patient two sequential 

periods (period 1 and period 2) of stable compliance were used to compute 

their differences (value during period 2 minus value during period 1). 

Obviously, the number of stable Crs periods was not the same in all patients.  

Only two patients did not have two stable periods to permit comparisons, thus 

these two patients were not included in this type of analysis. 
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Figure: Method of calculation of respiratory system compliance in PAV+ 
 
Method of calculation of driving pressure (ΔP) and respiratory system 

compliance (Crs) in PAV+ in comparison to volume control mode 

(Crs=VT/ΔP). Tracings of airway, esophageal, and transpulmonary pressures 

are shown in upper panels, and flow in lower panels, in volume control mode 

(left), and PAV+ (right). The grey shaded area indicates the period of zero 

flow, and the horizontal dotted line the pressure at zero flow, used for the 

calculation of driving pressure. The driving pressure of the respiratory system 

(ΔP) represents the difference, at zero flow conditions, between end-

inspiratory (plateau) airway pressure and total positive end expiratory 

pressure, while the transpulmonary driving pressure (ΔPL) represents the 

difference between the corresponding end-inspiratory and end-expiratory 

transpulmonary pressures. The difference between ΔP and ΔPL represents 

the driving pressure of the chest wall (ΔP = ΔPL + ΔPcw). The measurement 

of ΔPrs in volume control mode is performed at the end of a 3-sec manual 

inspiratory pause, and in PAV+ at the end of an automated 0.3-sec inspiratory 

pause. 
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